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The world is passing us by: At a time when a postsecondary 
education matters more than ever and jobs increasingly 
require more than a high school diploma, fewer than three-
fourths of Illinois students who begin high school will 
graduate and fewer than a third will go on to complete a 
postsecondary degree.
Worse	still,	without	serious	effort	and	change,	we	find	little	
prospect for improvement given that Illinois’ academic 
performance	has	remained	flat	for	much	of	the	past	decade.
■■ One-third	of	Illinois	students	complete	4th	grade	proficient	in	
reading, a troubling indicator given decades of research that 
suggests students who read well by this point are dramatically 
more	likely	to	succeed	in	school	and	in	life.
■■ One-third of students begin high school academically on-track 
and	prepared	for	coursework.
■■ Fewer than one-third of students leave high school with the 
college- and career-ready knowledge and skills they need to 
succeed	in	an	increasingly	competitive	world.	
In short, our schools are not getting the majority of students 
where	they	need	to	go.		Not	only	do	we	not	keep	pace	with	other	
states,	we	are	losing	ground	with	other	nations.	We	cannot	afford	
to be a below-average state in a below-average country — while 
the	economy	becomes	increasingly	global.		It	is	not	sustainable.		
The challenge ahead is clear: We must work urgently to meet the 
goal set by Illinois’ education, legislative, civic and business leaders 









implementing the rigorous Common Core State Standards; 
accurately measuring whether students are on-track at every 
step in the academic pipeline; putting better information in the 
hands of teachers, principals and families; focusing attention 
and effort on organizing schools for improvement; strengthening 
evaluations and supports for educators; and intensifying efforts to 
improve	low-performing	schools.	The	bedrock	for	these	efforts	is	
providing all children a strong early start in life, and Illinois leaders 
must continue to enroll more young children in early childhood 
programs	even	amid	challenging	fiscal	times.
We	know	lasting	improvement	takes	time.	Much	of	the	work	
ahead demands careful implementation — and impact on student 
achievement	will	not	happen	immediately.	But	if	we,	as	a	state,	do	
not work urgently to implement these and other reforms, we will 
continue	to	see	the	mediocrity	we’ve	always	seen.	Our	students	
will	pay	the	price.	We	cannot	afford	to	let	that	happen.	
They can do it. Will we?
 
William	M.	Daley	 	 	 	 John	A.	Edwardson	 	 	 Robin	M.	Steans 
Co-Chair     Co-Chair     Executive Director 
Advance Illinois    Advance Illinois    Advance Illinois  
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Where Illinois stands today on the 
steps to readiness ...
29%




as a state, we have work to do if we are to 
more than double the number of students who 
persist	through	postsecondary.	
Persist through postsecondary 
graduation*: 
55%
enroll in postsecondary*: 
Many students enter  
unprepared for the  
rigors ahead.
27%
Graduate high school with  
college- and career- 
ready knowledge  
and skills: 
33%
complete 8th grade ready  
for high school  
coursework: 
33%
complete 4th grade  
proficient in reading: 
?
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The Illinois Education Research Council (IERC) tracked the class of 2003 
through 2010 to examine how many students enrolled and graduated 
from	postsecondary	institutions.	The	information	illustrates	how	
powerful it is to think about student progress longitudinally and how 
important it is for high school students to be academically prepared 
for	the	rigors	of	college	and	career.
Navigating This Report
This report assesses Illinois’ academic performance from early childhood through 
postsecondary, providing a snapshot of how Illinois compares to other states and nations 
as we collectively work to provide all students a world-class education. The analysis is 
divided into three parts.
■■ The first section examines how Illinois public schools serve 2 
million students by spotlighting performance on key academic 
milestones such as 4th-grade reading, 8th-grade math, college 
readiness	in	core	subjects	and	postsecondary	graduation.	
■■ The second section examines the interlocking set of reforms 
that state education leaders, legislators and advocates have 
crafted to lay the foundation for future academic growth 
since the StateWe’reIn:2010. The report also illustrates how 
the	various	initiatives	fit	together	to	lay	a	strong	academic	
foundation	for	Illinois	going	forward.
■■ The third section	contains	55	data	measures	that	examine	
Illinois’ standing in early education, K–12 and postsecondary 
readiness	and	success.	
What data are provided?





■■ leading states and Illinois’ comparative national rank 
■■ equity gaps by race and Latino origin, income and special 
education status when possible
how are grades assigned?
The report assigns a letter grade for three areas: early education, 
K–12	and	postsecondary	readiness	and	success.	Grades	reflect	




■■ A = 1st–10th 
■■ B	=	11th–20th	
■■ C = 21st–30th




Why keep indicators with missing data? 
Data	do	not	exist	for	every	indicator.	Advance	Illinois	chose	to	keep	
these measures in order to highlight what data should be provided 
going	forward.	Put	another	way,	as	a	state,	we	know	what	we	
know and we know what we need to know if we are to strengthen 
schools	and	better	serve	students.	Illinois’	new	longitudinal	
data system soon will provide information to answer additional 
questions	about	how	students	and	schools	perform	over	time.
Why use projections? 
In the absence of longitudinal data, this report draws on existing 
data measures and research analyses to project how many students 
progress from the start of high school through postsecondary 
graduation.	While	the	data	tables	of	this	report	reflect	historic	trends	




many actually persist through postsecondary; so, this report uses 
historic	trends	to	project	that	information.	This	is	by	no	means	a	
perfect	methodology.	But	in	the	absence	of	longitudinal	information,	
it allows us to examine how students perform over time and prepare 
for	the	challenges	ahead.	Whether	as	parents	or	policymakers,	this	is	
how	we	need	to	think	about	our	educational	system.
Still enrolled at a 
2-year institution
high school students who meet acT college-ready 
benchmarks are more likely to succeed in postsecondary





























Still enrolled at a 
4-year institution
On the Web
Read the full 
IERC report
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As a state and a nation, we risk losing our 
academic edge as the rest of the world 
sharpens theirs.
The strength of our state’s economy — indeed, the strength of our state as a whole 
— rests inextricably on the strength of our public education system. Postsecondary 
education increasingly paves the path to employment in an economy that grows more 
competitive every year.
eight of every 10 Illinois jobs today require 





them.3 This performance puts Illinois ahead of competitor nations, 
particularly as more young adults in their 20s and 30s pursue 
postsecondary	training.	Even	still,	Illinois	lags	countries	such	as	
Canada,	Israel,	Japan	and	Russia.4 Our international standing may 
slide still further, as other industrialized countries already have 





lost 5.8 million jobs.5  
U.S.studentsdonotleadonanyglobalmeasureofacademic
performance. Today, the United States ranks in the middle in math, 
just below the top third in science, and below the top quarter in 
reading, behind countries such as China, Finland, the Netherlands 
and	South	Korea.6 
Illinois competitor nations  
(G8 average)
Illinois leads other nations, but they are 
catching up
Percentage of adults with a postsecondary degree







U.S. students are lagging in academic 
performance globally











See which other nations 
have surpassed Illinois
at	advanceillinois.org
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Once students fall behind, it is difficult to 
catch up ...
The seeds of student success are planted in early childhood, and the work to make sure 
students achieve to their fullest potential continues throughout their schooling. If we 
lose students early, we risk losing them entirely.
Illinoisenrolls20percentof3-year-oldsand29percentof4-year-
oldsinstate-fundedpreschoolprograms,anditisaleaderamong
states in providing access to early education.7 Still, this is less than 




bilingual early childhood instruction,8 little data exist about 





general knowledge and cognitive skills are not the only measure 
of	how	young	children	develop	and	learn.	Equally	important	are	
their curiosity, communication, emotional well-being and overall 
health.10	To	this	end,	Illinois	for	the	first	time	is	piloting	a	measure	
of whether children are academically, emotionally and socially 
ready as they enter kindergarten, information that, in time, will 
help	answer	a	critical	question.			
Fewer than three in 10 children enroll in state-funded preschool
Source:NationalInstituteforEarlyEducationResearch
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... and Illinois’ progress is far too slow.
achievement gaps persist at a time when success depends upon how well we meet the 
needs of all students.
Illinoisstudentsacrossnearlyalldemographicandeconomicgroups
improvedslightlyinreadingandmathsince2003,11 although just 
one-thirdofstudentsreadproficientlyby4thgradeandthisisone
ofthemostpowerfulpredictorsoffuturesuccess.Students who 
do not transition from learning to read in the early grades to 
reading to learn by 4th grade fall behind and are at much greater 
risk	of	dropping	out.12 While all student groups improved on 
this important measure, a shockingly low 12 percent of African-
American students, 18 percent of Latino students and 16 percent 
of	low-income	students	read	proficiently	in	4th	grade.13 
Despitegains,thegapbetweendisadvantaged
students and their classmates continues in most 
subjects. Illinois was one of only four states 
to narrow the gap in 8th-grade math since 
2003,14 but 17 percent of low-income 8th-
graders	scored	proficient	or	better	in	math	in	
2011 compared with 47 percent of non-poor 
students.15 The performance gap is equally 
wide	in	8th-grade	reading.
MoreAfrican-AmericanandLatinohighschoolstudentstake
AdvancedPlacement(AP)exams.The percentage of African-
American students who took an AP exam — which carries the 
potential for postsecondary credit — quadrupled during the past 
decade, while the percentage of Latino AP test-takers more than 
doubled.16 Increased access has not yielded increased achievement, 
however.	Five	percent	of	African-American	students,	16	percent	of	
Latino students and 20 percent of white students scored at least a 
three	out	of	five	on	AP	exams.17 While improving scores is the goal, 
students	benefit	from	exposure	to	rigorous	coursework	such	as	AP	








33 percentage points 27 percentage points 33 percentage points








30 percentage points 25 percentage points 34 percentage points
11th worst 19th worst 9th worst
Gaps remain among the largest in the nation
Only 33% of Illinois 4th-graders read proficiently,  
despite improvements across all student groups
Source:NationalAssessmentofEducationalProgress,2003–11
45












Only 33% of Illinois 8th-graders are proficient in 
math, though low-income and latino students 
made notable gains
Source:NationalAssessmentofEducationalProgress,2003–11


























20 2 2 2
On the Web
See how Illinois 
students perform on 
additional subjects 
and grade levels, and 
find	examples	of	what	
reading and math 
proficiency	looks	like
Source:NationalAssessmentofEducationalProgress,2011
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Too many students are unprepared for the 
opportunities and challenges ahead.
This leaves them ill-equipped for college and career at a time when a postsecondary 
education matters more than ever. nearly nine in 10 families believe it is important for 
their child to earn a two- or four-year degree. Today’s public education system, however, 
does not deliver to their expectations.





StudentS who meet 
3 Or 4 ACt College 
reAdineSS benChmArkS
StudentS who meet 
1 Or 2 ACt College 
reAdineSS benChmArkS
StudentS who meet 
0 ACt College 
reAdineSS benChmArkS
Students who meet aCT College readiness Benchmarks …
… have at least a 50 percent chance of earning a B or better in an introductory college course. 
23
english: 18 reading: 21 Math: 22 Science: 24
Two-thirds of them will be unprepared 
for the rigors ahead, while the 
remaining one-third will have the 
necessary	knowledge	and	skills.
28








The bottom line:  high school students who meet three or more aCT 
college-readiness benchmarks have nearly a 75 percent chance of 
earning a two- or four-year degree. But students who do not meet any 




Most of them will enter 




More than half will be students 
who met ACT college-readiness 
benchmarks	in	high	school.	Few	
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Good schools with supportive environments 
can make all the difference for students.
Whether grounded in research or observation, we know that all children can learn at 
high levels — whether reading by 4th grade, learning algebra in 8th grade or graduating 
college — if we, as adults, support and help them to achieve.
Research shows that students who attend schools with ambitious 
instruction, effective and collaborative educators, supportive 
environments	and	involved	families	perform	better	academically.	
Put	simply,	schools	matter.	And	if	we	are	to	support	more	students	
as they progress from preschool through postsecondary, we must 
create	a	system	of	high-quality	schools	to	capture	their	potential.	




school surveys of teachers and students and will share the results 





notorganizedtosupportstudentlearning.19 Research gathered 
across more than 200 Chicago elementary schools over 20 years 
suggests the cornerstones of a well-organized, successful school 









graders take advanced math,22	up	from	36	percent	five	years	
earlier.23 While not all Algebra courses are equally rigorous, this 
early exposure places students on a college-prep pathway that 
enables	them	to	take	Calculus	in	high	school.24 
ThreeofeveryfourIllinoishighschoolstudentswhotakeatleast
one semester of courses at a community college ultimately attend a 
four-yearinstitution.25 This compares with 32 percent of students 
who	take	no	such	“dual	enrollment”	courses.26 Admittedly, these 
students	tend	to	be	academically	inclined	at	the	outset.	But	school	




college-levelrigorwhilestillinhighschool.27 Of them, 19 percent 







learning than an ineffective teacher.30 Illinois does not yet track 
teacher effectiveness or teacher retention, information that would 
answer	whether	schools	recruit	and	keep	their	best	teachers.	Nor	
does Illinois capture whether and how teachers collaborate within 
a	school.	We	will	learn	more	as	the	state’s	new	evaluation	system	
and	school	surveys	roll	out	during	the	coming	years.	Research	
suggests schools that offer feedback, recognition for work well 
done	and	advancement	opportunities	retain	top-notch	teachers.31
Schools strong in “The Five essentials” are 
















































in 1–2 in 1–2 in 3–5
Weak Strong
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3. effective Leaders
Effectiveprincipalsareanequallycriticalin-schoolfactorforstudent
learning.32 As school leaders, principals are the linchpin to shaping 
the	climate	and	the	degree	of	collaboration	within	a	school.	Next	
year, with the implementation of a new evaluation system, Illinois 
will have information about the effectiveness of school leaders 
for	the	first	time.	The	new	surveys	of	students	and	teachers	will	
provide principals with critical, actionable feedback they can use to 
improve	the	learning	environment	within	their	schools.	
4. Supportive environments 
TheaverageIllinoishighschoolcounselorworkswith314students,
makingitdifficulttoprovidechildrentheguidanceandsupport
they need to succeed in the classroom.33	Illinois	ranks	45th	among	
states in its ratio of high school counselors to students, and this 
worsened	during	the	past	two	years.	Grade	school	students	are	
even	less	likely	to	interact	with	a	counselor.	Elementary	and	middle	










at least once from school.37 Illinois schools topped the national 
rankings in the disparity of K–12 suspension rates between 
African-American	students	and	their	white	classmates	—	25	





can change that.39While more than 80 percent of Chicago students 
felt safe in their classrooms, students felt less safe in campus areas 
with	little	adult	supervision.40 Schools in even the most crime-
ridden neighborhoods can provide a safe haven by cultivating 
relationships between students and teachers, administrators, 
mentors and coaches who work within the building, giving 





redouble efforts to engage the families that often need the most 
support to be involved. This	year,	55	percent	of	schools	serve	
populations where at least 40 percent of 
students qualify to receive a free or reduced-
price	lunch,	an	indicator	of	poverty.41 That is up 
from	35	percent	a	decade	earlier.42
More schools serve a high percentage of low-
income students
Illinois schools with more than 40 percent of students who 


































School counselors are spread far too thin
1,419 Students
One K–8 counselor
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Other states have advanced key education 
reforms and made progress ...
Several states have taken systemic approaches to school improvement — crafting 
comprehensive and coherent plans to address local challenges — and seen significant 
improvements. Massachusetts offers an important example.
Massachusettslegislatorsandpartnersbasedthestate’slandmark
EducationReformActof1993ona“grandbargain.”43 The state 
would set high standards for students at every level, raise the rigor 
of state assessments that culminate in a high school exit exam, 
hold schools accountable and, importantly, put information in the 
hands	of	parents	and	the	public.	In	exchange,	the	state	pledged	
equitable	funding	across	school	districts.	The	state	also	focused	
on efforts to recruit, develop and support teachers and principals, 
recognizing the central role they play in developing a student’s 
potential.	
Stateleaderscraftedhighexpectationswithcollaboration. A 
40-member commission developed the 1993 Massachusetts 
Common Core of Learning during nine months, with input culled 
through	16	public	hearings	and	2,000	written	communications.44 
The rest of the country caught up when most states adopted the 
Common	Core	State	Standards	in	2010.45  
Massachusettsexpectseducatorstomasternotonlythecontent
theywillteachbutalsothepedagogyofteaching. It is the only 
state to require a general curriculum test as well as a math 
test	for	elementary	teacher	candidates.46 Candidates also must 
complete	36	semester	hours	in	arts	and	sciences	coursework.	To	
support educators already in classrooms, Massachusetts this year 
will roll out a new evaluation system for teachers, principals and 




schools.48 Such schools now develop innovation plans that give 
students wraparound services, allow for longer school days, and 
create a performance contract with schools, teachers, students and 
their	families.
Massachusetts students lead the nation by many measures. Math 




2011	and	leads	the	nation.49 While Massachusetts’ demographics 
differ from Illinois’ — one-third of students there qualify as 
low-income as compared to nearly half here — Massachusetts 





Massachusetts showed significant growth after 
putting key reforms in place
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… Illinois must, too.
Illinois educators, policymakers and advocates together are working to strengthen the 
educational system through a coordinated, comprehensive set of reforms. While it is too 
soon to see results, Illinois is on its way and can succeed if we build on the reforms with care 
and collaboration.
Illinois is setting high, relevant and real-life 
standards for students by: 
■■ Implementing the rigorous Common 
Core State Standards in math 
and English Language Arts adopted in 2010, and adjusting 
assessments to measure a wider set of skills against international 
standards	and	to	include	student	achievement	growth	over	time.	
The	new	exams	are	expected	in	the	2014–15	school	year.
■■ Raising the scores required to pass the current state exams in 
3rd through 8th grades to accurately measure whether students 
are	on-track.	Families	will	receive	the	new	results	in	2013.
■■ Creating a developmentally appropriate method to gauge 
whether students are academically, emotionally and socially 
ready	for	kindergarten.	The	pilot	includes	5,000	students	in	
2012,	10,000	students	in	2013	and	a	statewide	rollout	in	2015.	
Illinois is raising standards and providing 
supports for teachers and principals by:
■■ Increasing expectations for new teacher candidates and 
implementing more substantive evaluations that provide 
meaningful feedback and draw on multiple measures of 
student	achievement	growth.	
■■ Creating a new principal endorsement that includes preschool 
and	provides	more	field	experience	for	principal	candidates.	
Preparation programs must reapply for accreditation under 
the	new	standards	by	2014.	
Illinois is providing educators and families 
with relevant and timely data about student 
performance by:  
■■ Developing a cutting-edge system that gives teachers real-time 
information about their students’ performance to use as they 
plan	instruction.	The	system	will	be	shaped	by	spring	2013.
■■ Creating a longitudinal data system by summer 2013 that 
allows all involved to understand how students progress 
from birth through postsecondary, and where gaps and 
challenges	persist.
■■ Administering research-based surveys to collect information 
about learning climate and conditions in schools statewide 
that may be used to qualitatively and quantitatively drive 
improvement.	The	University	of	Chicago’s	Urban	Education	
Institute	will	roll	out	the	surveys	statewide	in	January	2013.	
Illinois is creating an accountability system 
that spans preschool to postsecondary and 
putting information in the 
hands of the public by:
■■ Revising school report cards to help families 
better	understand	how	schools	and	districts	serve	students.	This	
includes details about how students in every school progress 
from one stage to the next, drawing on measures such as how 
many students attend preschool before kindergarten or how 
many	freshmen	enter	high	school	academically	on-track.	The	
new	report	cards	will	be	released	in	2013.	
■■ Awaiting federal approval for a new accountability system that 
would measure schools by how well they prepare students to 
succeed	in	college	and	careers.	Specifically,	this	would	reflect	
how well a school’s students achieve and reach key milestones 
such	as	graduation.
Illinois is improving low-performing schools 
and creating additional school options and 
access for families by: 
■■ Building	on	its	commitment	to	serve	3-	and	4-year-olds	in	
need with early childhood programs that give them a strong 
start	in	school	and	in	life.	
■■ Creating a Center for School Improvement this year to support 
chronically low-performing schools and districts as they 
stabilize the learning environment for students and provide 
oversight	where	necessary.	This	is	a	significant	undertaking	
and	much	rides	on	the	quality	of	the	endeavor.
read more about Illinois reform plans on pages 14–15.
On the Web
Learn more about 
the Common Core in 
Illinois classrooms
On the Web
See what the new 
school report cards 
will look like
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Student Standards, assessments  
and Transitions
Teacher and Leader effectiveness Data and Information Technology accountability and Governance






teachers and principals to continually improve 
their instructional practice.
Build a longitudinal data system that provides 
educatorsandfamilieswithtimelyinformation
abouthowstudentsperformandprogress










• adopted the rigorous common core 
State Standards (2010) 
• Joined multistate effort to develop next 
Generation Science standards (2011)
• created a new principal endorsement 
that includes preschool and calls for 
competency-based field experience 
(2010)
• received $20 million+ in federal funds to 
build a longitudinal data system (2009)
• Illinois P–20 council appointed (2009)
• Illinois Budgeting for results commission 
appointed (2011)
• committed to serve 3- and 4-year-olds 
in need with state-funded preschool 
programs (2006)
• required that eligible students receive 
bilingual early childhood instruction 
(2010)
• created the Illinois charter School 
commission (2011)
• received $210 million in federal School 
Improvement Grants (2010–14)
• awarded improvement grants to 28 low-
performing high schools in 10 districts 
(2010–12)
2012
• Pilots learning standards for birth 
through age 5
• creates STeM learning exchanges 
through the Illinois Pathways Initiative
• launches Kindergarten Individual 
development Survey (KIdS) pilot with 
5,000 students
• Works to align standards between K–12 
and community college
• 9th-graders take eXPlore and 10th-
graders take Plan 
• raises expectations for entry to teacher 
prep programs
• Trains all evaluators in accord with new 
educator evaluations
• Begins new principal evaluations
• Begins new educator evaluations in 300 
chicago Public Schools
• Pilots new performance assessment for 
teacher candidates
• develops new educator licensing system
• approves principal programs around 
new standards (2012–14)
• creates governance for longitudinal data 
system
• redesigns early childhood Quality counts 
rating system to include performance
• Intervenes in two chronically low-
performing school districts: east  
St. louis and north chicago
• establishes the center for School 
Improvement
2013
• Implements learning standards for birth 
through age 5
• Implements common core
• Raises ISAT cut score to reflect college  
and career readiness
• 11th-graders take WorkKeys ( jobs skills)
• redesigns early childhood, elementary 
and middle school teacher prep 
programs to new standards
• Bases school reductions-in-force 
decisions on evaluation performance 
ratings
• redesigns superintendent prep 
programs to new standards
• administers school climate surveys  
(“The Five essentials”) statewide
• Pilots Shared learning environment to 
give teachers real-time information to 
use in instruction  
• launches Shared learning environment 
in race to the Top districts
• launches longitudinal data system
• requires child care providers to enroll 
in Quality counts as condition for 
relicensing 
• releases redesigned report cards for 
schools and districts
2014 • expands kindergarten-readiness pilot to include 30,000 children
• redesigns high school teacher prep 
programs to new standards
• extends Shared learning environment to 
school districts statewide
2015
• administers new state exams aligned to 
common core (spring)
• Implements kindergarten-readiness 
measure in schools statewide
• Implements new educator evaluations in 
schools statewide (2015 and 2016)
• Implements new performance-based 
student teacher assessment
With collaboration and care, 
Illinois educators, legislators and 
partners have crafted landmark 
reforms to improve educational 
opportunities for students.
The interlocking reforms set high 
standards for students, measure 
whether students are on-track 
at every step of the academic 
pipeline, put better information 
in the hands of principals and 
teachers, strengthen educator 
evaluations, intensify efforts to 
improve struggling schools, and 
redesign school report cards to 
give families more information 
about their child’s school and 
district.  
Illinois now must implement these 
reforms thoughtfully but urgently 
during the coming years. 
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Student Standards, assessments  
and Transitions
Teacher and Leader effectiveness Data and Information Technology accountability and Governance






teachers and principals to continually improve 
their instructional practice.
Build a longitudinal data system that provides 
educatorsandfamilieswithtimelyinformation
abouthowstudentsperformandprogress










• adopted the rigorous common core 
State Standards (2010) 
• Joined multistate effort to develop next 
Generation Science standards (2011)
• created a new principal endorsement 
that includes preschool and calls for 
competency-based field experience 
(2010)
• received $20 million+ in federal funds to 
build a longitudinal data system (2009)
• Illinois P–20 council appointed (2009)
• Illinois Budgeting for results commission 
appointed (2011)
• committed to serve 3- and 4-year-olds 
in need with state-funded preschool 
programs (2006)
• required that eligible students receive 
bilingual early childhood instruction 
(2010)
• created the Illinois charter School 
commission (2011)
• received $210 million in federal School 
Improvement Grants (2010–14)
• awarded improvement grants to 28 low-
performing high schools in 10 districts 
(2010–12)
2012
• Pilots learning standards for birth 
through age 5
• creates STeM learning exchanges 
through the Illinois Pathways Initiative
• launches Kindergarten Individual 
development Survey (KIdS) pilot with 
5,000 students
• Works to align standards between K–12 
and community college
• 9th-graders take eXPlore and 10th-
graders take Plan 
• raises expectations for entry to teacher 
prep programs
• Trains all evaluators in accord with new 
educator evaluations
• Begins new principal evaluations
• Begins new educator evaluations in 300 
chicago Public Schools
• Pilots new performance assessment for 
teacher candidates
• develops new educator licensing system
• approves principal programs around 
new standards (2012–14)
• creates governance for longitudinal data 
system
• redesigns early childhood Quality counts 
rating system to include performance
• Intervenes in two chronically low-
performing school districts: east  
St. louis and north chicago
• establishes the center for School 
Improvement
2013
• Implements learning standards for birth 
through age 5
• Implements common core
• Raises ISAT cut score to reflect college  
and career readiness
• 11th-graders take WorkKeys ( jobs skills)
• redesigns early childhood, elementary 
and middle school teacher prep 
programs to new standards
• Bases school reductions-in-force 
decisions on evaluation performance 
ratings
• redesigns superintendent prep 
programs to new standards
• administers school climate surveys  
(“The Five essentials”) statewide
• Pilots Shared learning environment to 
give teachers real-time information to 
use in instruction  
• launches Shared learning environment 
in race to the Top districts
• launches longitudinal data system
• requires child care providers to enroll 
in Quality counts as condition for 
relicensing 
• releases redesigned report cards for 
schools and districts
2014 • expands kindergarten-readiness pilot to include 30,000 children
• redesigns high school teacher prep 
programs to new standards
• extends Shared learning environment to 
school districts statewide
2015
• administers new state exams aligned to 
common core (spring)
• Implements kindergarten-readiness 
measure in schools statewide
• Implements new educator evaluations in 
schools statewide (2015 and 2016)
• Implements new performance-based 
student teacher assessment
Timeline of Illinois School Reform
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Illinois spans from the heart of Chicago to the heartland of 
downstate, and the state’s public schools and students increasingly 
reflect	this	diversity.
This year, nearly half of the 2 million students enrolled in Illinois 
public	schools	are	racially	and	ethnically	diverse.	Minority	students	
soon	will	represent	a	majority	of	Illinois	public	schoolchildren.




Illinois students enrolled in kindergarten through high school are 
identified	as	having	special	learning	needs.	
Student attendance at public charter schools is higher than two 
years	ago,	although	the	students	represent	just	2.4	percent	of	the	
state’s	K–12	enrollment.	
Profile of Illinois’ Education System
Sites
1. nuMBer OF SChOOLS
early education 2012 2010 K–12 2012 2010 Postsecondary 2012 2010
Public* 2,157 2,187 Public 3,904 3,871 Public 2-year (communitycollege) 48 48















early education 2012 2010 K–12 2012 2010 Postsecondary 2012 2010
Ages 0–4 835,577 Ages	5–17 2,308,341 Ages 18–24 1,245,918
Preschool for All* 83,696 95,123 Public 2,066,692 2,064,312 Public 2-year 277,350 242,468
Head Start* 38,219 36,871 Public charter 53,189 35,485 Public 4-year 152,795 151,226
Home Visiting*





Federally funded 3,780 2,354 Private  for-
profit
79,317 62,788
Private Data unavailable Data unavailable
*Datareflectsthenumberofprogramslots,sofewerchildrenmay,infact,beserved,ascombinedfundingstreamscanleadtodouble-countingofprogramslots.
3. PuBLIC SChOOL enrOLLMenT PrOFILe
early education K–12
Postsecondary





2012 2010 2012 2010 2012 2010 2012 2010 2012 2010 2012 2010
Male 52%* 54%* 51% 51% 43% 43% 48% 48% 42% 42% 42% 41%
Female 48%* 46%* 49% 49% 57% 57% 52% 52% 58% 58% 58% 59%
White 33% 36% 51% 53% 57% 64% 62% 65% 61% 62% 39% 47%
African-American 30% 30% 18% 19% 16% 17% 14% 13% 10% 10% 26% 28%
Latino 31% 28% 24% 21% 17% 12% 9% 8% 11% 9% 11% 12%
Asian/Pacific	Islander 2% 2% 4% 4% 4% 5% 7% 7% 6% 6% 2% 3%
Low-income 70% 73% 49% 45% 27% 24% 32% 26% 26% 22% — —
Limited	English	Proficient 20% 27% 9% 8% — — — — — — — —
Special Education 14% 15% 14% 13% — — — — — — — —
*Dataavailableonlyforthestate-fundedPreschoolforAllprogram.
On the Web
Learn more about 
the data measures 
in this report
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Funding
4. GOvernMenT FunDInG Per PuPIL
early education 2012 2010 K–12 2012 2010 Postsecondary 2012 2010
State (Preschool 
forAll)
$3,449 $3,438 Local $7,162 $6,837
Public 2-year
$5,496 $1,919 $5,693 $2,690
Federal 
 (HeadStart)
$8,119 $7,730 State $4,145 $3,971
Public 4-year
$7,603 $5,854 $8,157 $6,461
Federal $1,816 $948 Private	not-for-profit Total:	$5,014 Total: $4,906
Private	for-profit Notapplicable Notapplicable
5. TuITIOn PaID Per PuPIL
early education 2012 2010 K–12 2012 2010 Postsecondary 2012 2010
Data unavailable Notapplicable Public 2-year $2,796 $2,887
Public 4-year $9,293 $8,434
Private	not-for-profit $18,269 $17,529
Private	for-profit Data unavailable Data unavailable
6. InSTruCTIOn exPenDITure Per PuPIL








Public 2-year $8,122 $7,962
Public 4-year $17,276 $15,404
Private	not-for-profit $26,653 $26,013
Private	for-profit Data unavailable Data unavailable
7. TOTaL exPenDITure Per PuPIL













Public 2-year $10,814 $10,702
Public 4-year $36,074 $35,395
Federal 
 (HeadStart)
$8,119 $7,730 Private	not-for-profit $42,784 $41,647
Private	for-profit Data unavailable Data unavailable
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Illinois enrolls 20 percent of 3-year-olds and 29 percent of 4-year-olds 
in state-funded preschool programs and is a national leader in 
providing	access	to	early	education.	Yet	this	represents	less	than	
one-third of our youngest children, and fewer still may be served in 
the	coming	years	because	of	budget	pressures.
Access to early education improved dramatically during the past 





are emotionally, academically and socially “ready” as they begin 
their	K–12	careers.	We	know	little	about	the	quality	of	children’s	
early education experience, about the demographic or economic 
backgrounds of students served in state-funded programs, and 








grade in early education is Incomplete,	as	it	was	in	2010.
Early Education
Key Outcomes
are ILLInOIS ChILDren enTerInG SChOOL reaDy?
Performance equity Gap: Subgroup enrollment













Learning Conditions and Leading Indicators
DO ILLInOIS ChILDren have aCCeSS TO hIGh-quaLITy PrOGraMS?
Performance equity Gap: Subgroup enrollment








9. Percent of at-risk 
children under 3 with 
access to a program that 
includes home visiting
STATE-FUNDED
23% Data unavailable Data unavailable
FEDERALLY	FUNDED
4% 2% Data unavailable Notapplicable Data unavailable
10. 3-year-olds enrolled in 
publicly funded preschool
STATE-FUNDED





9% 8% 8% 8%	(2003) MS 24% 14th
11. 4-year-olds enrolled in 
publicly funded preschool
STATE-FUNDED
29% 29% 23% 22%	(2003) FL 76% 15th
FEDERALLY	FUNDED
12% 11% 10% 10%	(2003) MS 36% 16th
Illinois Grade: Incomplete
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DO ILLInOIS ChILDren have aCCeSS TO hIGh-quaLITy PrOGraMS?
Performance equity Gap: Subgroup enrollment








12. Children served 
by licensed childcare 
program with national 
accreditation
15% 19% Data unavailable Data unavailable Data unavailable
13. english-language 
learners in appropriate 
program
Data unavailable
are ILLInOIS ChILDren TauGhT By eFFeCTIve eDuCaTOrS?
Performance equity Gap: Subgroup enrollment








14. Highly qualified 
instructors in state-funded 
preschools*
100% 100% 100% 100%	
(2003)
IL 100% 1st of 39 Data unavailable
15. Percentage of state-
funded preschool teachers 
with a bilingual or eSL 
endorsement
9% Data unavailable Data unavailable Data unavailable
16. Teachers demonstrating 
effectiveness
Data unavailable
are We PrOvIDInG STuDenTS WITh an envIrOnMenT ThaT SuPPOrTS LearnInG?
Performance equity Gap: Subgroup enrollment













AR 7.1 27th of 39 Data unavailable
18. quality of environment Data unavailable
are We SCreenInG STuDenTS TO IDenTIFy DeLayS?
Performance equity Gap: Subgroup enrollment








19. early learners receiving 
developmental screening
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Today more than of half of Illinois public schools serve 
concentrations of disadvantaged students where at least 40 
percent of students qualify to receive a free or reduced-price 
lunch,	an	indicator	of	poverty.	That’s	up	from	35	percent	of	
schools	10	years	earlier.
In the face of this demographic shift, Illinois’ academic performance 
improved	modestly	in	the	core	subjects	of	reading	and	math.	Illinois	
students across nearly all demographic and economic groups 




concern given the strong correlation between this early indicator 
and	later	success.	Performance	increased	only	2	percentage	
points	in	the	past	decade.	The	overall	total	masks	the	fact	that	




but nonetheless disturbing — that less than one-third of Illinois 
students who begin high school will go on to earn a postsecondary 
degree.	
With such grim news, it might surprise readers to see that Illinois 
improved its overall grade from a D in 2010 to a C−	in	2012.	Two	
factors	contributed.	First,	due	to	an	absence	of	data,	Illinois	could	not	
be rated on the quality of learning conditions in K–12 schools this 
year,	an	area	where	the	state	fared	poorly	in	2010.	Importantly,	the	
state will administer research-based teacher and student surveys 
this spring, which will provide useful information about learning 
and	teaching	conditions	in	Illinois	schools.	Second,	by	holding	




are STuDenTS On-TraCK In earLy GraDeS?     
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








20. 4th-graders proficient or 
above in reading on naeP
33% 32% 32% 31% MA 50% 27th 45% 12% 18% 16% 13%
21. 4th-graders proficient or 
above in math on naeP
38% 38% 36% 32% MA 58% 32nd 51% 14% 20% 20% 19%
are STuDenTS On-TraCK aS They enTer hIGh SChOOL?
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








22. 8th-graders proficient or 
above in reading on naeP
34% 33% 30% 35% MA 46% 26th 44% 15% 23% 19% 8%
23. 8th-graders proficient or 
above in math on naeP
33% 33% 31% 29% MA 51% 28th 44% 10% 19% 17% 10%
24. 8th-graders enrolled in 
college-track math (algebra or 
higher)
45% 39% 36% — CA 64%
13th  
of 49*
47% 42% 40% 38% 29%
*Alaskanotincludedinrankingsbecauseofinsufficientdata.
Illinois Grade: C–
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are STuDenTS COMPLeTInG hIGh SChOOL reaDy FOr COLLeGe Or Career?
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








25. Percentage of students 
graduating high school 
anD demonstrating college 
readiness on at least Three 
subject benchmarks on the 
aCT
27% Data unavailable Data unavailable Data unavailable
26. high school 
graduation rate (CPI** 
method)
71% 75% 76% 72% NJ 87% 34th 79% 51% 62%
Data 
unavailable





































Learning Conditions and Leading Indicators
DO ILLInOIS ChILDren have aCCeSS TO ChaLLenGInG PrOGraMS?
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








29. high school students 







Data unavailable 27%****	 22%****	 31%**** Data unavailable
...	successful	in	advanced	classes	(received	at	least	one	3	on	an	AP	exam)
19% 17% 15% 11% MD 28% 16th 20% 5% 16% Data unavailable
30. high school students in 
dual-credit courses
7% Data unavailable Data unavailable
31. Students self-reporting 
(on the aCT) that they’re 
taking a college-ready 
curriculum
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are ILLInOIS ChILDren TauGhT By eFFeCTIve eDuCaTOrS?












32. high school teachers with 
degrees in the same field as 
their main teaching assignment




33. Teachers demonstrating 
effectiveness
Datacurrentlyunavailable,willbereportedinnearfuture
are We PrOvIDInG STuDenTS WITh an envIrOnMenT ThaT SuPPOrTS LearnInG?
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








34. Minimum instructional 
hours per year
880 880 880 880 TX 1260 41st Notapplicable
35. Involved Families: The entire 








36. Supportive environment: 
The school is safe, demanding, 
and supportive (Studentandteacher
reported)
37. effective Leaders: Principals 
and teachers implement a 
shared vision for success (Teacher
reported)
38. Collaborative Teachers:  
Teachers collaborate to promote 
professional growth (Teacher
reported)
39. ambitious Instruction:  
Classes are challenging and en-
gaging (Studentandteacherreported)
40. Teacher retention Data unavailable
41. K–12 suspension rate 9.8% Data unavailable ND 2% 41st 4% 25% 8% N/A† 19%
42. School counselor per K–12 
students (lowvalueisbest)
High school
1:314 1:294 1:291 1:296 WY 1:96 45th Data unavailable
K–8
1:1,419 1:1,421 1:1,408 1:1,371 NH 1:275 43rd Data unavailable
†Notapplicable
are STuDenTS On-TraCK?     
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








43. Chronic truancy  
(studentsabsentfor18ormoreofthelast
180schooldayswithoutvalidcause)
3.2% 3.7% 2.2% 2.2% Data unavailable















See recent examples of 
school survey results from 
Chicago Public Schools
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Projecting how Many Students Persist through Postsecondary
This	report	opens	with	a	statistic	that	reflects	an	important	
challenge ahead: For every 100 Illinois students who enter high 
school, fewer than three-quarters will graduate and not even one-
third	will	complete	postsecondary.
This	startling	statistic	is	a	projection.	That	is	to	say,	the	analysis	for	
this calculation-tracked the performance of students in the class 
of 2003 through 2010 as they progressed through high school 
and	postsecondary.	For	this	cohort	analysis,	the	Illinois	Education	
Research Council examined everything from how prepared the 
students were in high school to how quickly they completed a 
two-	or	four-year	degree.	To	reflect	current	achievement	patterns,	
Advance Illinois factored in the state’s updated graduation rate and 
ACT college-readiness scores to calculate how likely Illinois students 
are	to	make	it	through.	
The projection varies from the data measure listed in the tables of 
this report, where we cite the percentage of students who pursue a 
postsecondary	education.	Here’s	why:	
■■ The projection calculates the percentage of Illinois 9th-graders 
who	pursue	a	postsecondary	education	as	55	percent	and	
goes on to project that 29 percent of those same 9th-graders 
ultimately	complete	postsecondary.	The	starting	point	for	
this calculation is high school and this includes all students 
who pursue a postsecondary degree — whether they enroll 
part-time or full-time, whether they enroll immediately upon 
high school graduation or later, and whether they complete a 
degree	in	four	years	or	seven	years.	Postsecondary	enrollment	










When Illinois completes its new longitudinal data system in 2013, 
we will be able to track how actual students progress rather than 
rely	on	projections.	
For now, in the absence of longitudinal information, this allows 
us to examine how students perform over time as they progress 
from	early	childhood	through	postsecondary.	Whether	as	parents	
or policymakers, this is how we need to think about how our 
educational	system	serves	students.
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40 percent of high school freshmen enroll in postsecondary), 
high remediation rates (nearly half of community college 
students	require	at	least	one	remedial	course)	and	insufficient	
postsecondary attainment rates (38 percent of Illinois adults hold 
an associate degree or higher at a time when eight of every 10 jobs 
require	such	training).	While	graduation	rates	climbed	for	public	
and	private	not-for-profit	four-year	institutions	during	the	past	
decade, they fell among community colleges, resulting in overall 
completion rates above the national average but still not good 
enough.	
Compounding the challenge is the increasing cost of 
postsecondary.	It	costs	an	average	family	21	percent	of	its	income	
to send a student to a four-year public university, making Illinois 
one	of	the	least	affordable	states	in	the	country.	
These two factors — readiness and affordability — continue to 
constrain	the	state’s	postsecondary	attainment.	For	this	reason,	
Illinois receives a C+ for postsecondary readiness and success, up 




are STuDenTS enTerInG anD COMPLeTInG SOMe POSTSeCOnDary eDuCaTIOn?
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








46. Students who 
persist from the start 





32% Data unavailable Data unavailable
47. high school 









19% 21% 22% 22% FL 38% 18th of 38 24% 9% 13% Data unavailable
Private	for-profit***
58% 59% 66% 80% WY 79% 19th of 34 69% 49% 64% Data unavailable
4-year institutions*
Public
63% 59% 59% 56% DE 71% 9th of 47 68% 39% 45% Data unavailable
Private	not-for-profit
66% 65% 64% 62% DC 77% 17th of 38 68% 42% 60% Data unavailable
Private	for-profit
27% 27% 36% 36% SC 60% 17th of 30 34% 16% 28% Data unavailable
Weighted average for 2- and 4-year institutions
47% 46% 46% 44% MA 58% 17th of 42 Data unavailable
49. adults 25 and older with 
an associate degree or higher
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Learning Conditions & Leading Indicators
IS COLLeGe aFFOrDaBLe anD are STuDenTS FInIShInG On TIMe?
Performance equity Gap: Performance by Subgroup








50. Percentage of income 
necessary to pay for college****
21% 18% Data unavailable WY 9% 46th Data unavailable 77%
Data  
unavailable
51. 4-year institutions 
graduating 60% of students in 
6 years (the national average 
graduation rate is 60%)
Public








19	/	53 21	/	53 DC 77% 17th 63% 17% 34%
Data  
unavailable
52. Freshmen in public 2-year 
colleges taking remedial  
coursework (lowvalueisbest)
49% Data unavailable UT 23%
11th 
of 29
43% 63% 60% 59%
Data  
unavailable
53. young adults out of school, 







ND 7% 18th Data unavailable
****UsingmedianfamilyincomeinIllinois($66,166)andthenetcost(tuitionandroomandboardlessfederal,stateneed-andnon-need-basedaid,andinstitutionalaid)ofattending
apublicfour-yearuniversity
are STuDenTS PerSISTInG? 
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Profile of Illinois’ Education System
1.	 number of schools in the state. Source: early ed: IECAM, Early Care and 




number includes all postsecondary institutions, including those that do 
not	offer	associate	or	bachelor’s	degrees.	





Top: Early Learning Challenge application, 2011; Federally funded: 
CLASP,	Illinois	Head	Start	By	the	Numbers,	2011	and	2009.	K–12: 
2006–10	American	Community	Survey	for	individuals	5–17,	2010.	
Postsecondary: 2006–10 American Community Survey for individuals 
18–24,	2010.








4.	 Government funding per pupil: The revenue of elementary and 
secondary	schools	per	pupil	by	funding	source.	For	postsecondary,	
this	includes	direct	funding	to	institutions.	Source: early ed: NIEER, 
The	State	of	Preschool	2011,	2009.	K–12: Public Education Finances: 
2010,	Governments	Division	Reports,	U.S.	Census	Bureau,	June	2012.	
Postsecondary:	Delta	Cost	Project,	2010.
5.	 Tuition paid per pupil. Amount of tuition paid by students after 
accounting	for	aid.	Source: early ed:	Not	applicable.	K–12: Not 
applicable.	Postsecondary:	Delta	Cost	Project,	2010.
6.	 Instruction expenditure per pupil. The institution’s total spending on 
direct	education	costs.	Source: early ed: Data	unavailable.	K–12: Public 
Education	Finances:	2010,	Governments	Division	Reports,	U.S.	Census	
Bureau,	June	2012.	Postsecondary: Ibid.
7.	 Total expenditure per pupil. Source: early ed: NIEER, The State of 
Preschool,	2011,	2009.	K–12: Ibid. Postsecondary: Ibid.
early education Indicators
8.	 Children demonstrating readiness for kindergarten:	ISBE,	2012.
9.	 at-risk children under 3 with access to a program that includes home 





10.	3-year-olds enrolled in publicly-funded preschool: NIEER, The State of 
Preschool,	2011,	2009,	2006	and	2003.	IECAM,	2012.
11.	4-year-olds enrolled in publicly-funded preschool: Ibid.






13.	english-language learners in appropriate program. Data	Unavailable.	
Early childhood bilingual education data are collected by the state and 
should	be	available	in	the	future.	Information	does	not	exist	currently	
about how many early childhood bilingual students have access to 
bilingual	instructors	and/or	instruction.
14.	Highly Qualified Instructors: NIEER, The State of Preschool, 2011, 2009, 
2006	and	2003.
15.	Percent of state-funded preschool teachers with a bilingual or eSL 
endorsement.	ISBE,	2012.
16.	Teachers demonstrating effectiveness.	Data	unavailable.	








Environment Rating Scale and Classroom Assessment Scoring System 








CLaSP: Center for Law and Social Policy
IeCaM: Illinois Early Childhood Asset Map
ISBe:	Illinois	Board	of	Education
nIeer: National Institute for Early Education 
Research
nCeS: National Center for Education Statistics
PFa: Preschool for All (state-funded preschool)
Please note: We	have	made	every	effort	to	use	the	most	recent	data	available.	Data	occasionally	is	lagged	however,	when	2012	data	was	
unavailable	or	data	cohorts	needed	to	be	kept	together	for	metric	consistency.	Data	source	dates	are	clearly	marked	below.	
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K–12 Indicators
20.	4th-graders proficient in reading on NAEP: National Assessment of 
Educational	Progress	(NAEP).	Low-income	is	defined	as	eligible	for	free	
or	reduced-price	school	lunch.	Source: National Center for Education 
Statistics.	NAEP	Data	Explorer.	2011,	2009,	2007	and	2003.	
21.	4th-graders proficient in mathematics on NAEP. Source: Ibid. 2011, 
2009,	2007	and	2003.
22.	8th-graders proficient in reading on NAEP: Source: Ibid.2011, 2009, 
2005	and	2003.
23.	8th-graders proficient in mathematics on NAEP: Source: Ibid. 2011, 
2009,	2005	and	2000.
24.	8th-graders enrolled in college-track math. Students who take and 
master	Algebra	in	the	8th	grade	do	better	in	high-school	and	beyond.	
Data	on	student	mastery	would	be	preferable.	Data	is	derived	from	a		
self-reported survey given to students taking the NAEP grade 8 exam 
for	math.	Source: Ibid. 
25.	Percentage of students graduating high school anD demonstrating 
college readiness on at least Three subject benchmarks on the aCT. 
Advance Illinois calculated this number by multiplying the most 
recently available graduation rate using the Cumulative Promotion 
Index (2009) by the percentage of students who met at least three ACT 
college	readiness	benchmarks	(2012).	The	graduation	rate	is	calculated	
by Editorial Projects in Education using the Cumulative Promotion 
Index (CPI) method, which only includes students receiving a traditional 
diploma	and	does	not	count	GED	graduates.	The	CPI	approximates	the	











chose the CPI method because it allows us to more accurately compare 
graduation	rates	across	states.	The	Illinois	State	Board	of	Education	
uses	a	single-cohort	method	and	reports	four-	and	five-year	graduation	
rates.	Source: EducationWeek, Education Counts Reference Center, 
2009,	2007,	2004	and	1999.	
27.	Students demonstrating minimal threshold of college readiness on aCT. 
Percentage of students meeting ACT’s college readiness benchmarks in 




28.	Students demonstrating work-readiness on WorkKeys. Illinois is 
one of a few states with 100 percent participation, making cross-
state	comparison	unreliable.	Source: Illinois Interactive Report Card, 
2011.	WorkKeys	is	a	test	administered	by	ACT	and	is	intended	to	give	
students information about what careers they are currently prepared 
to	pursue,	based	on	their	math	and	reading	readiness.	For	example,	
according to ACT, a student wanting to become an accountant would 
need	a	6	on	math	and	a	5	on	reading	out	of	a	possible	7;	for	a	police	
officer,	it’s	4	each	for	math	and	reading.
29.	high school students with access to advanced coursework. This metric 






30.	high-school students enrolled in dual-credit courses. This measures the 
number of students taking courses for which they can receive both high 
school	and	postsecondary	credit.	Source: Data requested from Illinois 
State	Board	of	Education.	
31.	Students who report taking a college-ready curriculum. This measure 













34.	Minimum instructional hours per year. Amount of time on-task — 
especially	for	at-risk	students	—	may	impact	achievement.	This	metric	
measures the number of hours required by state statute to be devoted 
to	instruction.	Source: Education Commission of the States, Number
ofInstructionalDays/HoursintheSchoolYear,	August	2011.	Data	
unchanged	since	2009.
35.	 Involved Families: The entire staff builds strong external relationships. 
(Student and Teacher reported). Source: Data not yet available but will 
be in the future through the University of Chicago Urban Education 
Institute’s research-based school surveys that will be administered 
statewide	in	2013.
36.	Supportive environment: The school is safe, demanding, and 
supportive. (Student and Teacher reported). Source: Ibid.
37.	effective Leaders: Principals and teachers implement a shared vision for 
success. (Teacher reported). Source: Data	not	yet	available.
38.	Collaborative Teachers: Teachers collaborate to promote professional 
growth. (Teacher reported). Source: Ibid.
39.	ambitious Instruction: Classes are challenging and engaging (Student 
and Teacher reported). Source: Ibid.
40.	Teacher retention. Source:	Data	not	yet	available.
41.	K–12 suspension rate. Source: University of California, Los Angeles, The 
Civil Rights Project, OpportunitiesSuspended:TheDisparateImpactof
DisciplinaryExclusionfromSchool,	August	2012.
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43.	Chronic truancy. This measures students who were absent from school 
without	valid	cause	for	18	or	more	of	the	last	180	school	days.	Tracking	
students	who	miss	even	five	percent	of	school	days	in	a	year	identifies	
students who are at-risk of dropping out, but the state does not report 
this	data.	Source: Illinois Interactive Report Card, 2011, 2009, 2006 and 
2001.
44.	 Freshmen on-track to graduate from high-school. Source: Data not 
yet	available.	Only	Chicago	Public	Schools	currently	tracks	whether	
freshmen are on-track to achieve sophomore status on time, a measure 
which	is	highly	predictive	of	whether	students	will	go	on	to	graduate.	
This measure will be included in redesigned School Report Cards 
released	in	2013.
45.	Students demonstrating appropriate academic growth. Source: 
Data not yet available but is expected to be available after Illinois’ 
Longitudinal Data System is completed and will be reported in the 
State	Report	Card.
Postsecondary readiness and Success 
Indicators
46.	Students who persist from the start of high school through 
postsecondary graduation. Data	for	the	current	estimate	reflects	the	
Illinois class of 2012 public school graduates and is a projection based 
in part on the postsecondary enrollment and completion rates for the 
class	of	2003	public	school	graduates.	Data	listed	for	10-years	prior	
reflect	the	Illinois	class	of	2003	public	school	graduates	and	include	
students who enrolled and completed postsecondary between fall 2003 
and	spring	2010.	Students	in	this	cohort	who	are	enrolled	but	have	




Postsecondary Outcomes of Illinois High School Students, Illinois 
Education	Research	Council,	2012.	Lichtenberger,	Eric	J.	and	Dietrich,	






47.	high school graduates going to college. An estimate that includes 
public and private high-school graduates who are citizens of a 




Statistics, Common Core of Data (CCD), NCES Common Core of Data 
State Dropout and Completion Data File; Private School Universe Survey 





student populations smaller than 10 percent of Illinois’ students in 
each	sector	were	excluded.	The	weighted	average	graduation	rate	is	a	
weighted	average	of	the	five	sectors.	States	with	a	total	undergraduate	
population less than 10 percent of Illinois were excluded from the total 
ranking.	Source: TheChronicleofHigherEducation, College Completion, 
2012	(data	for	2010,	2008,	2005	and	2002).	
49.	adults 25 and over with an associate’s degree or higher. Source: 
American	Community	Survey	2006–10.
50.	Percent of income necessary to pay for college. The measure uses 
median family income ($66,166 for Illinois) and net cost (tuition and 
room and board less federal, state need and non-need based aid, and 
institutional	aid)	of	attending	a	public	four-year	university.	Source: 
NCHEMS,	2009.	
51.	 Four-year universities graduating at least 60 percent of students in 
six years. Nationally, 64 percent of students graduate from four-year 
institutions	in	six	years.	This	metric	measures	which	institutions	in	
Illinois come close to matching the national average, keeping in mind 
that	some	institutions	serve	disproportionately	high-need	populations.	
Source:	IPEDS,	2010.	





more likely to take remedial coursework and less likely to graduate 
postsecondary.	Source: College Readiness and the Postsecondary 
Outcomes of Illinois High School Students, Illinois Education Research 
Council	(IERC),	2012.
53.	young adults out of school and out of work. This measures the 
percentage of people aged 18 to 24 who do not attend school, do not 
work	and	hold	no	degree	beyond	high	school.	Source: Annie	E.	Casey	
Foundation,	KIDS	Count	2012.
54.	 Freshmen returning for a second year, two-year institutions. Source: 
NCES,	IPEDS,	2010.	
55.	 Freshmen returning for a second year, four-year institutions. Source: 
NCES,	IPEDS,	2010.







Advance Illinois is an independent, objective voice 
to promote a public education system in Illinois 
that prepares all students to be ready for work, 
college and democratic citizenship.
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